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ABSTRACT

(without persistence) to over one million transactions per second [15, 24, 27, 32, 36, 41]. However, replacing DRAM with NVM
in a system tends to slow down the system because NVM performs
modestly (e.g., 2–3x) slower than DRAM, NVM writes have lower
bandwidth than reads, and persisting writes from CPU cache to
NVM incurs extra overhead. In this paper, we would like to rethink
the design of the OLTP engine for NVM by fully considering NVM’s
characteristics. Our goal is to achieve transaction performance similar to those of pure DRAM based OLTP engines.
We observe three main challenges in achieving our goal:
Tuple Metadata Modifications: Concurrency control methods
typically keep a small amount of metadata per tuple in a main
memory OLTP engine [24, 27, 32, 36, 41]. The per-tuple metadata
is often modified not only by tuple writes but also by tuple reads.
As a result, tuple reads in an NVM based OLTP engine can incur
expensive NVM writes.
NVM Write Redundancy: OLTP databases typically rely on
logs and checkpoints/snapshots to achieve durability. If an NVM
based engine takes this approach, there will be substantial NVM
write redundancy because the same content is written to the logs,
the checkpoints/snapshots, in addition to the base tables. This redundancy not only takes more NVM space, but also negatively
impacts the runtime performance.
NVM Space Management: First, NVM space allocation needs
to be persistent across power failure. Hence, every NVM memory
allocation and free may have to be protected by expensive NVM
persistence operations. Unfortunately, OLTP transactions often
perform non-trivial numbers of inserts, updates, and/or deletes,
potentially incurring significant overhead. Second, NVM may have
limited write endurance [29]. It is important yet challenging to
remove hot spots in the NVM frequently allocated and freed.
In this paper, we propose Zen, a high-throughput log-free OLTP
engine for NVM. Zen addresses the above three challenges with
the following three new techniques. It provides general-purpose
support for a wide range of concurrency control methods.
Metadata Enhanced Tuple Cache: We store base tables in
NVM without per-tuple metadata. Then we propose to build an MetCache (Metadata enhanced tuple Cache) in DRAM to (i) cache tuples
that are used in currently running transactions or have recently
been used, and (ii) augment each tuple with per-tuple metadata
required by concurrency control methods. In this way, Zen performs
concurrency control mostly in DRAM, avoiding writing per-tuple
metadata in NVM for tuple reads, and reduces NVM reads for
frequently accessed tuples.
Log-Free Persistent Transactions: We eliminate NVM write
redundancy by completely removing logs and checkpoints for transactions in our durability scheme. Each tuple in the base tables in
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INTRODUCTION

Byte-addressable, non-volatile memory (NVM) is a new type of
memory technology designed to address the DRAM scaling problem [1, 3, 18, 29, 39]. NVM delivers a unique combination of nearDRAM speed, lower-than-DRAM power consumption, affordable
large (up to 6TB in a dual-socket server) memory capacity, and
non-volatility in light of power failure. By eliminating disk I/Os,
NVM can substantially improve the performance of systems with
persistence requirement. Therefore, OLTP databases using NVM as
primary storage is emerging as a promising design choice [5, 6, 20].
Recent studies in concurrency control methods have advanced
the single-machine main memory OLTP transaction throughput
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than NVM reads; (v) To ensure that data is consistent in NVM upon
power failure, special persistence operations using cache line flush
and memory fence instructions (e.g., clwb and sfence) are required
to persist data from the volatile CPU cache to NVM, incurring significantly higher overhead than normal writes; and (vi) NVM cells
may wear out after a limited number (e.g., 108 ) of writes.
From previous work on NVM based data structures and systems [4–6, 9–12, 17, 19, 20, 25, 26, 28, 33–35, 37, 38], we obtain
three common design principles: (i) Put frequently accessed data
structures in DRAM if they are either transient or can be reconstructed upon recovery; (ii) Reduce NVM writes as much as possible;
(iii) Reduce persistence operations as much as possible. We would
like to apply these design principles to the OLTP engine design.

NVM has a tuple ID field and a Tx-CTS (Transaction Commit Timestamp) field. Tx-CTS identifies the transaction that produces the
version of the tuple. At commit time, Zen persists modified tuples
in a transaction from the Met-Cache to the relevant base tables
in NVM. It writes to newly allocated or garbage collected space
without overwriting the previous versions of the tuples. The most
significant bit in Tx-CTS is used as a LP (Last Persisted) bit. After
persisting the set of modified tuples in a transaction, Zen sets the LP
bit and persists the Tx-CTS for the last tuple in the set. Upon failure
recovery, Zen can identify if the modification of a transaction is
fully persisted by checking if the LP bit is set for one of the tuples.
If yes, then the new tuple versions will be the current versions. If
no, then the transaction is considered as aborted, and the previous
tuple versions are used.
Lightweight NVM Space Management: We aim to reduce the
persistence operations for NVM space management as much as possible. First, we allocate large (2MB sized) chunks of NVM memory
from the underlying system, and initialize the NVM memory so that
Tx-CTS=0. Second, we manage tuple allocation and free without
performing any persistence operations. This is because using the
log-free persistence mechanism, Zen can identify the tuple versions
that are most recently committed upon recovery. The old tuple versions are then put into the free lists. Third, the allocation structures
are maintained in DRAM during normal processing. Zen garbage
collects old tuple versions and puts them into free lists for tuple
allocations. Each thread has its own allocation structures to avoid
thread synchronization overhead.
The contributions of this paper are fourfold. First, we identify
the main design principles for NVM based OLTP engines by examining the strengths and weaknesses of three state-of-the-art NVM
based OLTP designs (§2). Second, we propose Zen, which reduces
NVM overhead by three novel techniques, namely the Met-Cache,
log-free persistent transactions, and light-weight NVM space management (§3 and §5). The three techniques push to the extreme
of minimizing NVM writes: for every tuple write, the only NVM
write is for the modified tuple itself. Third, we evaluate the runtime
and recovery performance of Zen using YCSB and TPCC benchmarks on a real machine equipped with Intel Optane DC Persistent
Memory. Experimental results show that Zen achieves up to 10.1x
improvements over MMDB with NVM capacity, WBL, and FOEDUS,
while obtaining almost instant recovery (§4). Finally, we prove the
wide applicability of Zen by supporting 10 different concurrency
control methods (§3 and §4).

2

2.2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

We provide background on NVM and OLTP, examine existing OLTP
engine designs for NVM, then discuss the design challenges.

2.1

OLTP in Main Memory Databases

Main memory OLTP systems are the starting point to design an
OLTP engine for NVM. We consider concurrency control and crash
recovery mechanisms for achieving ACID transaction support.
Recent work has investigated concurrency control methods for
high-throughput main memory transactions [15, 24, 27, 32, 36, 41].
Instead of using two phase locking (2PL) [7, 16], which is the standard method in traditional disk-oriented databases, main memory
OLTP designs exploit optimistic concurrency control (OCC) [21]
and multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) [7] for higher performance. Silo [32] enhances OCC with epoch-based batch timestamp generation and group commit. MOCC [36] is an OCC based
method that exploits locking mechanisms to deal with high conflicts
for hot tuples. Tictoc [41] removes the bottleneck of centralized
timestamp allocation in OCC and computes transaction timestamps
lazily at commit time. Hekaton [15] employs latch-free data structures and MVCC for transactions in memory. Hyper [27] improves
MVCC for read-heavy transactions in column stores by performing
in-place updates and storing before-image deltas in undo buffers. Cicada [24] reduces overhead and contention of MVCC with multiple
loosely synchronized clocks for generating timestamps, best-effort
inlining to decrease cache misses, and optimized multi-version validation. One common feature of the above methods is that they
extend every tuple or every version of a tuple with metadata, such
as read/write timestamps, pointers to different tuple versions, and
lock bits for validation and commit processing. These methods have
achieved transaction throughputs of over one million transactions
per second (TPS) without persistence.
Similar to traditional databases, main memory databases (MMDB)
store logs and checkpoints on durable storage (e.g., HDDs, SSDs)
in order to achieve durability [8, 14, 22, 23, 30, 43]. The main difference resides in the fact that all the data fits into main memory in
MMDBs. Hence, only committed states and redo logs need to be
written to disks. After a crash, an MMDB recovers by loading the
most recent checkpoint from durable storage into main memory,
then reading and applying the redo log up to the crash point.

NVM Characteristics

There are several competing NVM technologies, including PCM [29],
STT-RAM [39], Memristor [3], and 3DXPoint [1, 18]. They share
similar characteristics: (i) NVM is byte-addressable like DRAM; (ii)
NVM is modestly (e.g., 2–3x) slower than DRAM, but orders of magnitude faster than HDDs and SSDs; (iii) NVM provides non-volatile
main memory that can be much larger (e.g., up to 6TB in a dualsocket server) than DRAM; (iv) NVM writes have lower bandwidth

2.3

Existing OLTP Engine Designs for NVM

In this paper, we focus on the case where all data and structures of
the OLTP engine can fit into NVM memory. We assume that the
computer system contains both NVM and DRAM memory, which
are mapped to different address ranges in the virtual memory of
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software. For example, this corresponds to the App Direct mode in
3DXpoint based Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (OptanePM).
A dual-socket server can have up to 6TB of OptanePM. The ratio 𝑃
of NVM to DRAM capacity is typically 4–16 in OptanePM.

(d) Zen (our proposal)

metadata at every tuple in NVM. Therefore, it suffers from frequent
per-tuple metadata modifications.
FOEDUS. As shown in Figure 1(c), FOEDUS [20] stores tuple data
in snapshot pages in NVM, and employs a page cache in DRAM.
The page index in DRAM maintains dual pointers for a page, i.e. a
pointer to the page in the NVM snapshots, and a pointer to the page
in the page cache (if it exists). FOEDUS runs transactions in DRAM.
If the page containing a tuple required by a transaction is not in
the page cache, the system loads the page into the page cache and
updates the page index. At commit time, the system writes to the
redo logs in NVM. A background log gleaner thread periodically
collects logs and runs a map-reduce like computation to generate a
new snapshot in NVM.
FOEDUS deals with transactions completely in DRAM, thereby
avoiding per-tuple metadata writes in NVM. However, there are
three significant problems of this design. First, the page granularity
of caching results in NVM read amplification. A tuple read incurs
the much larger overhead of a page read. Second, the sophisticated
map-reduce computation causes many NVM writes. Finally, the
FOEDUS implementation uses the I/O interface to access NVM,
which does not take full advantage of the byte-addressable NVM.

MMDB with NVM Capacity. As shown in Figure 1(a), MMDB
can leverage the NVM capacity by treating part of NVM as slower
volatile memory when the OLTP database is larger than DRAM.
Like existing MMDB designs, the system stores tuples and indices in
volatile memory, and processes transactions completely in volatile
memory using normal load and store instructions. For durability,
the system places the write-ahead logs (WAL) and checkpoints
in NVM. It issues special persistence instructions (e.g., clwb and
sfence) to persist log entries and checkpoints. After a crash, tuples
and indices in volatile memory are considered lost. The recovery is
based on the logs and checkpoints in NVM.
This design suffers from two drawbacks. First, a modified tuple
is to be written to both the WAL and checkpoints, incurring two
additional NVM writes for the tuple. If it is stored in the volatile
part of NVM, the tuple is written three times in NVM. Second, as
the database size increases, more and more tuples reside in NVM.
Since per-tuple metadata is often modified even for tuple reads,
read transactions still perform a large number of NVM writes.
Recent studies propose several improved logging schemes using
NVM, including NV-Logging [19], Distributed-Logging [35], and
WBL [6]. We discuss WBL in the following.

3-tier Storage Manager with DRAM, NVM, and SSDs. Renen
et al. proposes a 3-tier storage manager that uses DRAM and NVM
as selective caches for data in SSDs [33]. Pages are loaded into
DRAM from SSDs for DB accesses. When a page is evicted from
DRAM, it can be placed into NVM for future reuse. In comparison
to the 3-tier design, we assume that the OLTP database fits into
NVM and propose an Met-Cache in DRAM for data in NVM. To
our knowledge, 6TB of NVM is large enough for a significant number of OLTP applications. Exploiting SSDs to support even larger
databases is an interesting direction in future work.

WBL. As shown in Figure 1(b), write-behind logging (WBL) [6]
maintains indices and a tuple cache in DRAM. Tuples are fetched
into the tuple cache for transaction processing. WBL supports multiple versions of a logical tuple in NVM by enhancing the tuple with
per-tuple metadata, e.g., a transaction ID, commit timestamps, and
a reference to previous version of the tuple. A committing transaction persists a modified tuple in the tuple cache by creating a new
version of the tuple in NVM. In this way, the previous version of
the tuple is available if a crash occurs at commit time. Unlike WAL,
the WBL log does not contain modified tuple data. A log entry is
written after a set of transactions commit. It contains a persisted
commit timestamp (𝑐 𝑝 ), and a dirty commit timestamp (𝑐𝑑 ). Since
persist operations issue memory fence instructions (e.g., sfence),
the existence of this log entry indicates that any transactions with
a commit timestamp earlier than 𝑐 𝑝 must have successfully been
persisted to NVM. Upon crash recovery, the system checks the last
log entry, and undoes any transactions with a timestamp in (𝑐 𝑝 , 𝑐𝑑 ).
It rebuilds the indices in DRAM.
Compared to MMDB in Figure 1(a), WBL significantly reduces
the log size and does not maintain checkpoints. Therefore, it writes
a modified tuple exactly once to NVM, significantly decreasing
the number of NVM writes. However, WBL maintains per-tuple

2.4

Design Challenges

Given the existing designs, we examine the three design challenges.
1. Tuple Metadata Modifications: In MMDB and WBL, per-tuple
metadata is stored with tuples in NVM. Unfortunately, concurrency control methods (e.g., OCC variants and MVCC variants)
may modify the metadata even for tuple reads. 2. NVM Write Redundancy: In MMDB and FOEDUS, a modified tuple is written
to tuple heaps, logs, checkpoints, and/or page snapshots in NVM.
The NVM write amplification can negatively impact transaction
performance. 3. NVM Space Management: WBL performs finegrain space allocation for tuples. The WBL paper does not describe
space management in detail. A naïve approach is to persist space
allocation metadata to NVM (e.g., with logging) for every allocation
and free calls. This may incur significant NVM persist overhead.
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Figure 2: Zen architecture.
Figure 1(d) compares our proposed design, Zen, with the three
existing designs side by side. First, Zen maintains the metadata
enhanced tuple cache (Met-Cache) in DRAM. Unlike the page cache
in FOEDUS, the granularity of Met-Cache is tuple. This avoids
FOEDUS’s NVM read amplification problem. Unlike WBL, Zen
modifies per-tuple metadata only in the Met-Cache for concurrency
control methods. Second, Zen completely removes logging. There is
no NVM write amplification for tuple writes. Finally, Zen proposes
a light-weight NVM space allocation design, which does no NVM
persist operations for tuple allocations and frees.

3

may contain several versions of a logical tuple. The tuple ID and
the transaction commit timestamp (Tx-CTS) uniquely identifies a
tuple version. The deleted bit shows if the logical tuple has been
deleted. The last persisted (LP) bit shows if the tuple is the last tuple
persisted in a committed transaction. The LP bit plays an important
role in log-free transactions (cf. Section 3.3). Note that the header
contains no field-specific to particular concurrency control methods.
The NVM-tuple slots are aligned to 16B boundaries so that an NVMtuple header always resides in a single 64B cache line. In this way,
we can use one clwb instruction followed by a sfence to persist the
NVM-tuple header.

ZEN DESIGN

Met-Cache. The Met-Cache manages a tuple-grain cache in DRAM
for the corresponding NVM-tuple heap. An Met-Cache entry contains the tuple data and seven metadata fields: a pointer to the
NVM-tuple if it exists, the tuple ID, a dirty bit, an active bit to indicate that the entry may be used by an active transaction, a clock bit
to support the cache replacement algorithm, a copy bit to indicate
if the entry has been copied, and a CC-Meta field that contains
additional per-tuple metadata specific to the concurrency control
method in use. Zen supports a wide range of concurrency control
methods (cf. Section 3.3.2). Using the Met-Cache, Zen performs
concurrency control entirely in DRAM.

We propose Zen, a high-throughput log-free OLTP engine for NVM.
Zen supports OLTP databases much larger than DRAM, while addressing the three design challenges to achieve good performance
for both transaction processing and crash recovery.

3.1

Design Overview

Figure 2 overviews the architecture of Zen. There is a hybrid table
(HTable) for every base table. It consists of a tuple heap in NVM,
an Met-Cache in DRAM, and per-thread NVM-tuple managers.
Moreover, Zen stores table schemas and coarse-grain allocation
structures in the NVM metadata. Furthermore, Zen keeps indices
and transaction-private data in DRAM.
NVM-Tuple Heap. An NVM-tuple is a persistent tuple in NVM.
Zen stores all tuples in a base table as NVM-tuples in the NVMtuple heap. The heap consists of fixed-sized (e.g., 2MB) pages. Each
page contains a fixed number of NVM-Tuple slots1 . An NVM-tuple
consists of a 16B header and the tuple data. The NVM-tuple heap

Indices in DRAM. We maintain indices for each HTable in DRAM.
We rebuild the indices upon crash recovery. A primary index is
required and secondary indices are optional. For the primary index,
the index key is the primary key of a tuple. The value points to the
latest version of the tuple in either (i) the Met-Cache or (ii) the NVMtuple heap. We use an unused bit of the value to distinguish the two
cases2 . For secondary indices, the index value is the primary key of
a tuple. Zen requires that the index structures support concurrent
accesses, and transactions can see only committed index entries
(previously modified by other transactions).

1 In

this paper, for simplicity, we assume that the tuple size is fixed, e.g.,
by allocating the largest lengths for varchar fields. Note that it is easy
to extend our design to support variable-sized tuples. One can maintain
multiple page types such that the tuple slots in a type-𝑖 page are 2𝑖 bytes
large. Then, a tuple of length 𝐿 can be allocated in a type-𝑖 page such that
2𝑖−1 < 𝐿 ≤ 2𝑖 .

2 Only

48 bits in a 64-bit virtual memory address are used in current systems.
Moreover, the highest bit is always 0 in user-mode programs.
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That is, 𝐶𝑖 ≥ 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 . If we denote 𝐶𝑖′ = 𝐶𝑖 − 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 . The resulting
problem is a knap-sack problem. We can employ the classical greedy
algorithm by assigning cache space to the HTables according to the
𝑓
order of descending 𝑆𝑖𝑖 .
Zen keeps no per-tuple metadata related to the concurrency
control method in NVM-tuples. When an NVM-tuple is fetched
from the NVM to Met-Cache, it is enhanced with the CC-Meta in
the Met-Cache entry. CC-Meta contains per-tuple metadata specific to the concurrency control method in use. After that, Zen can
run the concurrency control method entirely in DRAM because all
the tuples accessed by active transactions are in Met-Caches. This
design has the following benefits. (i) It shifts fine-grain per-tuple
metadata reads and writes from NVM to DRAM. Hence, Zen enjoys
fast per-tuple metadata accesses. (ii) Tuple reads will never lead
to NVM writes at the NVM-tuples. (iii) Aborted transactions do
not incur NVM-tuple write overhead. (iv) In-memory concurrency
control decreases the time that a transaction spends in the critical code zone, whether acquiring critical resources or performing
consistency validation. Consequently, the overall transaction abort
rate may be reduced.

Transaction-Private Data. Zen supports multiple threads that
handle transactions concurrently. Each thread reserves a threadlocal space for transaction-private data in DRAM. It records the
transaction’s read, write, and insert activities. OCC and MVCC variants maintain read, write, and insert sets as separate data structures.
2PL variants store the changes in the form of log entries.
NVM Space Management. Zen uses a two-level scheme to manage NVM space. First, the NVM page manager performs page-level
space management. It allocates and manages 2MB sized NVM pages.
The map address and the HTable pages in NVM metadata maintain
the mapping from NVM pages to HTables. Second, NVM-tuple managers perform tuple-level space management. Each thread owns a
thread-local NVM-tuple manager for each HTable that the thread
accesses. Each NVM-tuple manager consists of an NVM-tuple allocator and an NVM-tuple collector. The allocator maintains a disjoint
subset of free NVM-tuple slots in the HTable. There are two kinds of
free slots: empty slots in newly allocated pages or garbage collected
slots. We initialize NVM with all 0s at system setup time and use
Tx-CTS=0 to indicate empty slots. The collector garbage collects
stale NVM-tuples and puts them into the free list. All collectors of
the same HTable work cooperatively to recycle NVM-Tuples.

3.2

3.3

Metadata Enhanced Tuple Cache

Log-Free Persistent Transactions

3.3.1 Normal Processing.
Transaction processing in Zen consists of three components: (i)
Perform: Zen performs transaction processing in DRAM; (ii) Persist:
Zen persists newly written tuples to NVM; (iii) Maintenance: Zen
garbage collects stale tuples.
Figure 3 depicts the lifetime of a transaction. Suppose the table
keeps account balances for customers. Initially, X has $500, Y has
$100, and Z has $100. The transaction transfers $100 from X to Y and
$100 from X to Z. The upper part of Figure 3 shows the system state
before the transaction. The NVM-tuple heap contains five tuples,
among which R:d has been deleted and garbage collected. Q:300
is cached in Met-Cache. The index keeps track of the locations of
the valid tuples. It points to the Met-Cache entry if exists, as in the
case of Q. The allocator records the three empty NVM-tuple slots.

For a HTable, we divide its Met-Cache into multiple equal-sized
regions, one per transaction processing thread. The NVM-tuple
heap is also divided into per-thread regions. A thread is responsible
for managing its Met-Cache region and its NVM-tuple heap region.
It can read tuples in all regions, but can only write to its own
region. For a cache hit, the thread can read the Met-Cache entry
in any region. If the thread wants to modify a tuple in another
Met-Cache region, it has to copy the entry into its own Met-Cache
entry before modifying it. It sets the copy bit of the original MetCache entry. For a cache miss, the thread can bring an NVM-tuple
into its own Met-Cache region. If there is no empty entry in the
Met-Cache region, the thread has to pick and evict a victim tuple
from its region to make space for caching the missed NVM-tuple.
This design eliminates thread contention for managing Met-Cache
entries, and supports the binding of DRAM and NVM address ranges
to specific processor cores.
We employ the CLOCK algorithm for Met-Cache replacement.
The algorithm picks as the victim the first encountered entry whose
Active and Clock bits are both 0. If Active is set, the entry is being
accessed by an active transaction. The algorithm skips such an entry
so that it will not replace Met-Cache entries used by other running
transactions. If Clock is set, the entry has been used recently. We
would like to keep such entries in the cache. Active and clock bits
are modified using atomic compare-and-swap instructions.
We decide the Met-Cache size (𝐶𝑖 ) for HTable𝑖 given the available
DRAM capacity (𝑀), HTable𝑖 ’s size (𝑆𝑖 ), and the average number (𝑓𝑖 )
of tuples accessed in HTable𝑖 per transaction. Assuming accesses are
uniformly distributed across a HTable, we can estimate the average
number of Met-Cache hits per transaction as Met-Cache Hits =
Í 𝑓𝑖 𝐶𝑖
hits, while
𝑖 𝑆𝑖 . We would like to maximize the Met-Cache
Í
satisfying the DRAM capacity constraint: 𝑖 𝐶𝑖 ≤ 𝑀. Moreover,
we would like to ensure that every HTable gets at least a minimum
amount of cache space to support concurrency control in DRAM.

Perform. A transaction obtains a timestamp at start time. For
each tuple requested by the transaction, the transaction looks up its
location in the primary index. If the tuple is in NVM, the transaction
finds a (victim) entry in Met-Cache with the cache replacement
algorithm, builds the Met-Cache entry by reading the requested
NVM-tuple and enhancing it with per-tuple CC-Meta specific to the
concurrency control method in use, and updates the index with the
Met-Cache entry location. Note that Zen does not need to write the
victim entry to NVM for the following reasons. First, if the entry
is only read by previous transactions, then it is not changed and
can be discarded. Second, if the entry is generated/modified by a
previously committed transaction, then it must have already been
persisted to NVM at commit time. Third, if the entry is modified by
an aborted transaction, it is invalid and should be discarded.
Zen runs concurrency control entirely in DRAM with the help of
Met-Cache. If there is no conflict and the transaction can commit,
Zen moves the transaction into Persist processing. If the transaction
has to abort, Zen checks if any Met-Cache entry accessed by the
transaction is dirty. For a dirty entry, Zen restores the entry from
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Function persistTuples(changed-tuples)
for (i=0; i<changed-tuples.size-1; i++) do
3
tuple= changed-tuples[i];
4
for (p=tuple.start; p<tuple.end; p+=64) do
5
clwb(p); /* clwb tuple */
1
2

Perform 1
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last-tuple= changed-tuples[changed-tuples.size-1];
for (p=last-tuple.start+64; p<last-tuple.end; p+=64) do
clwb(p); /* clwb last-tuple except the first line */
sfence();
last-tuple.LP= 1;
clwb(last-tuple.start); /* clwb last-tuple’s header */

Figure 3: Lifetime of Transaction (X-=200; Y+=100; Z+=100).
As shown in the lower-right part of Figure 3, Zen persists the
newly modified tuples X’, Y’, and Z’ using the three empty NVMtuple slots f, g, and h. Z’ is the last tuple to persist. Therefore, Zen
sets and flushes the LP bit in the header of Z’ after persisting X’, Y’,
and all but the first line of Z’.
Maintenance. To reduce contention, each thread has its private
NVM-Tuple allocator and garbage queue. A thread garbage collects
an NVM-tuple version when it finds that a more recent version
exists. The garbage collection decision is made in two situations.
First, when it commits a transaction that overwrites a tuple, the
thread garbage collects the old NVM-tuple version unless the MetCache entry is copied from another region. Second, before it evicts
an entry 𝐸 from its Met-Cache region, the thread garbage collects
the NVM-tuple pointed by 𝐸 if 𝐸’s copy bit is set. Note that 𝐸 must
have been copied to another region by a committed transaction 𝑇 ,
and 𝑇 must have written a new version of the tuple3 . In this way, a
thread garbage collects NVM-tuples only in its own region, and an
old tuple version is eventually garbage collected.
Entries in the garbage queue cannot be directly freed because the
related NVM-tuple versions may still be used by other transactions
(e.g., in MVCC). An entry contains the NVM-tuple pointer and its
Tx-CTS. Zen computes a global minimum Tx-CTS periodically by
taking the min of the last committed transaction’s Tx-CTS in every
thread. Hence, there are no running transactions that access entries
whose Tx-CTS < the minimum Tx-CTS. Such entries can be safely
moved from the garbage queue to the allocator free list.
As shown in the lower-left part of Figure 3, Zen puts the old
versions of X, Y, and Z into the garbage queue. Moreover, Zen moves
the R:d entry from the garbage queue to the allocator free list when
it finds that the entry’s Tx-CTS < the minimum Tx-CTS.

the NVM-Tuple pointed by the NVM-Tuple pointer so that the retry
of the transaction will find the entry in Met-Cache.
The lower part in Figure 3 shows the system state after the
transaction. In Perform processing, Zen brings the three tuples
requested by the transaction, i.e. X, Y, Z, into Met-Cache. The index
is updated accordingly. The transaction modifies X to 300, Y to 200,
and Z to 200 in Met-Cache. The transaction-private data keeps track
of the read and write sets.
Persist. Zen persists the generated and modified tuples of a transaction to NVM with no logs. The challenge is to persist multiple
tuples without writing redo log records and the commit log record.
The basic ideas of our solution are as follows. First, we persist a
tuple to a free NVM-tuple slot. In this way, the previous version
of the tuple is intact during persist processing. Zen can fall back
to the previous version in case of a crash. This idea has already
been proven successful in WBL. Second, we mark the LP bit of the
last tuple to persist in the transaction using an NVM atomic write.
We ensure that all the tuples are persisted before persisting the
LP bit. In this way, the LP bit plays the same role as a commit log
record. During recovery, if the LP bit exists, then the transaction
has committed. All the tuples generated/modified by the transaction must have been successfully persisted to NVM. Otherwise, the
crash occurs in the middle of persisting the transaction. Therefore,
Zen discards any NVM-tuples written by the transaction.
Algorithm 1 shows the persist processing for changed tuples. It
persists all the tuples except the line that contains the header of
the last tuple (Line 2-8). The cacheline size is 64B. The algorithm
persists 64B lines occupied by a tuple using for-loops (Line 4-5 and
7-8). Note that as long as the tuples are flushed to NVM, the order
of the flushes is not significant. Therefore, we need to issue only
a single sfence (Line 9) to ensure that all previous clwbs complete.
In the end, the algorithm sets the LP of the last tuple (Line 10),
and flushes the line that contains the header of the last tuple (Line
11). Note that the header must reside in a single 64B line because
NVM-tuple slots are 16B aligned and the header is 16B large.
Interestingly, the algorithm is optimized to not issue sfence after the last clwb. This is correct because recovery processing can
correctly handle either case where LP is set or not, as discussed in
the above. Moreover, any sfence later issued by this or other thread
will ensure the last clwb in the algorithm completes. For example, a
communication thread can issue a sfence before communicating a
set of transaction results to database clients.

3.3.2 Flexible Support for Concurrency Control Methods.
The above transaction processing design provides a framework
to flexibly support wide varieties of concurrency control methods.
We show the applicability of Zen to 10 concurrency control methods
in our experiments in Section 4.4, including three 2PL variants
(2PL with deadlock detection, wait and die, and no waiting [40]),
three OCC variants (OCC [21], Silo [32], and Tictoc [41]), three
MVCC variants (MVCC [7], Hekaton [15], and Cicada [24]), and a
partition-based method (HStore [31]). To support a concurrency
3 Note

that 𝑇 must have committed. If 𝑇 were running, then 𝐸’s active bit
should be 1 and it could not be chosen as the victim. If 𝑇 had aborted, then
𝑇 would have cleared 𝐸’s copy bit.
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control method, we adapt the CC-Meta field of Met-Cache entries to
hold per-tuple metadata required by the method. For 2PL variants,
CC-Meta stores the locking bits. For OCC variants, CC-Meta can
include write timestamp, read timestamp, write lock bit, and/or
latest version bit. For MVCC variants, CC-Meta often contains
multiple timestamps and version link pointers. The concurrency
control method can process the metadata-enhanced tuples in MetCache entirely in DRAM.
We consider the support of versions. Concurrency control methods can be divided into two categories: single-version methods and
multi-version methods. Note that it is Met-Cache that supports
the versions required by concurrency control methods. NVM-tuple
heap supports multiple versions for the purpose of removing redo
log. As described in Section 3.3, committed versions of NVM-tuple
are always persisted to NVM. This is regardless of the number of versions in Met-Cache. For single-version methods, Met-Cache holds
a single version for a tuple. While there can be multiple committed
NVM-tuple versions in NVM-tuple heap, only the latest version can
be cached in Met-Cache. For multi-version methods, Met-Cache
holds all the versions that are actively accessed by running transactions. A transaction will create a new version in Met-Cache for an
overwrite. The cache replacement algorithm will not replace these
Met-Cache entries because their active bits are set. Zen clears the
active bit of an Met-Cache entry during garbage collection when
the entry’s Tx-CTS < the global minimum Tx-CTS. This guarantees
that all the tuple versions that are used by any running transactions are kept in Met-Cache. The multi-version methods typically
maintain a linked list for the active versions of the same logical
tuple in Met-Cache. The primary index points to the most recent
version. Old active versions can be found in the version linked list.
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Figure 4: An NVM-tuple heap region after failure.
Algorithm 2: Scan NVM-tuple heap region
Function updateIndexGC(ntup)
ptup= searchIndex(ntup);
3
if (ptup == NULL) then
4
insertIndex(ntup); return; /* no existing version */
1
2

6

if (ntup.Tx-CTS < ptup.Tx-CTS) then
putIntoFreeList(ntup); return; /* ntup is old */

7

updateIndex(ntup); putIntoFreeList(ptup); /* ptup is old */

5

Function scanRegion(region)
ts-commit= 0; pending-list= {};
10
foreach (ntup ∈ region) do
11
if (ntup.LP) then
12
ts-commit= max(ts-commit, ntup.Tx-CTS);
8
9

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

3.3.3 Crash Recovery without Logs.
After a crash, the data structures in DRAM are lost, including
indices, NVM-tuple managers, Met-Caches, and transaction-private
data. We need to reconstruct the indices and the tuple-level NVM
space management structures in NVM-tuple managers. Met-Caches
and transaction-private data do not need to be recovered. NVM
persisted data include the NVM metadata (i.e. table schemas and
metadata for page-level NVM space management) and committed
NVM-tuples in NVM-tuple heaps.
Figure 4 depicts an example NVM-tuple heap after a system
failure. We see that the heap contains tuples written by four transactions, i.e. 1000, 1003, 1015, and 1016. The LP bits of (tupleID,
Tx-CTS)=(101,1000) and (102,1003) are set. Thus, transaction 1000
and 1003 have committed. However, the other two transactions
have not completed because the LP bits of their tuples are all 0.
During recovery, Zen runs multiple threads. Each thread scans
an NVM-tuple heap region. A naïve algorithm scans the region
twice. The first scan computes the maximum committed transaction timestamp by examining the LP bits. Then the second scan
identifies all the committed tuples by comparing their timestamps
with the maximum timestamp. We propose an improved algorithm
in Algorithm 2 to avoid scanning the data twice. The basic idea
is to use the maximum timestamp seen so far to identify as many
committed tuples as possible. Only uncertain cases need to be revisited again. We find that the average number of revisits is 𝑂 (𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛)),
where 𝑛 is the number of NVM-tuple slots in the region.
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if (ntup.Deleted or ntup.Tx-CTS == 0) then
putIntoFreeList(ntup); continue;
if (ntup.Tx-CTS ≤ ts-commit) then
updateIndexGC(ntup); /* transaction committed */
else
put ntup into pending-list; continue; /* uncertain */
foreach (ntup ∈ pending-list) do
if (ntup.Tx-CTS ≤ ts-commit) then
updateIndexGC(ntup); /* transaction committed */
else
/* Crash occurs at commit time. Mark the slot empty */
putIntoFreeList(ntup); ntup.Tx-CTS=0; clwb(ntup);
sfence();

Algorithm Description. Algorithm 2 uses ts-commit to compute
the maximum committed timestamp seen so far. Zen updates tscommit whenever it encounters a tuple with LP set (Line 11-12).
If a tuple’s timestamp ≤ ts-commit, Zen considers the associated
transaction has committed. Zen updates the index with the tuple
(Line 16). If the index contains a version of the tuple, Zen compares
the current tuple with the version in the index. Zen keeps the new
version in the index, and puts the old version (if exists) into the free
list (Line 3-7). When a tuple’s timestamp > ts-commit, Zen cannot
tell the state of the associated transaction at this moment. It puts
the tuple into a pending list (Line 18).
After scanning the region, ts-commit is the maximum committed timestamp in this region. Then, Zen revisits the tuples in the
pending list. If a tuple’s timestamp ≤ ts-commit, then Zen updates
the index with the tuple and possibly garbage collects an old version of the tuple in the index (Line 21). If a tuple’s timestamp >
ts-commit, the crash must occur when the associated transaction
is being persisted. Since a thread can write to only its own region,
all the tuple writes of a transaction go to the same region. This
means the scan has seen all the tuples written by the transaction,
but none of them has the LP set. Therefore, the transaction has not
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completed. Zen discards the tuple by marking the tuple slot empty
(with Tx-CTS=0) and puts it into the garbage queue.
Correctness. Algorithm 2 correctly identifies all committed tuples
in the region. First, if Tx-CTS ≤ ts-commit, then transaction TxCTS has committed. This is because the tuples in the region are
written by a single thread, and the transaction timestamp of the
same thread monotonically increases (though timestamps across
different threads may not have a total order in certain concurrency
control schemes). Second, the algorithm performs the checking
in the main scan loop, then it checks the uncertain pending cases
again. As a result, all the committed tuples are identified.
Moreover, the algorithm correctly reconstructs the index. It calls
updateIndexGC for committed tuples that are not deleted, which
puts the latest version of the tuple in the index. The algorithm
also collects all the unused NVM-tuple slots (i.e. old tuple versions,
deleted tuples, and empty tuple slots) into the free list.
Furthermore, Algorithm 2 is idempotent. It does not modify
committed tuples. It marks uncommitted tuples as empty slots. As
a result, when there is a crash during recovery, we can re-run the
algorithm to compute the same ts-commit, and rebuild the index
and the free list in the same way.
Finally, we consider the case where a crash occurs, the system
recovers and processes transactions for a while, then a second crash
occurs. The normal transaction processing and the recovery after
the second crash will not see any uncommitted tuples resulted from
the first crash because they have been marked as empty slots.
Efficiency. A tuple in the pending list is examined twice in Algorithm 2. Therefore, the size of the pending list decides the benefit
of the proposed algorithm compared to the naïve algorithm. We
can prove the following theorem, which shows that the pending
list is quite small.

Lightweight NVM Space Management

Our two-level NVM space management design incurs little NVM
persist overhead. First, only the page-level manager persists metadata. Since we allocate 2MB NVM pages, the persist operations for
recording the page allocation and page-to-HTable mapping in NVM
are infrequent. Second, the tuple-level manager performs garbage
collection and NVM-tuple allocation entirely in DRAM without
accessing NVM during normal processing. This is feasible because
the writing of a committed tuple serves the purpose of marking
the NVM-tuple slot as occupied. We do not need to record separate
per-tuple metadata in NVM for tuple allocations. During crash recovery, Zen scans the NVM-tuple heap and is able to determine the
state of each NVM-tuple slot by examining its header, as described
in Section 3.3.3. Consequently, Zen completely removes the cost of
NVM write and persist operations for tuple-level NVM allocation.
We design the NVM-tuple manager to be decentralized to decrease thread contention. Each thread manages its own NVM-tuple
heap region. It allocates NVM-tuple slots from its region. It collects
garbage and frees NVM-tuple slots in its region. When the free list
is empty, and there is a tuple allocation request, the NVM-tuple
manager asks the NVM page manager to allocate a new 2MB NVM
page. It divides the newly allocated page into empty slots and put
them into the free list. As describe previously, empty slots’ Tx-CTS
are 0 since NVM space is initialized with 0 at setup time.
Two implementation details help reduce the impact of garbage
collection on individual transaction latencies. (i) The per-thread
garbage queue and free list are implemented in DRAM without any
NVM overhead. Garbage collection does not have thread contention.
(ii) We limit the number of items to scan in the garbage queue per
transaction unless NVM space is used up. This bounds the impact
of garbage queue scan on the latency of a single transaction.
Moreover, Zen persists a tuple to a location different from its
previous version in NVM. This helps wear-leveling for hot tuples
because Zen decreases hot spot writes in NVM.

Theorem 3.1. The size 𝐿 of the pending list is 𝑂 (𝑙𝑛(𝑛)) on average,
where 𝑛 is the number of NVM-tuple slots in the region.
3.3.4 Support for Long Running Transactions.
A long running transaction that updates a lot of tuples may
prevent the garbage collector from freeing up the tuples on NVM,
and may exceed the Met-Cache capacity. Zen identifies a long
running read-write transaction and switches to the exclusive mode
to run the transaction.
Detecting Long Running Transactions. A long running transaction is detected if one of the following conditions is true: (i) an
Met-Cache region runs out of available entries; or (ii) the number
of entries in a garbage queue is beyond a pre-defined threshold
(The threshold shows the NVM space is about to be used up). Zen
finds the running transaction that accesses the largest number of
tuples as the long running transaction.
Exclusive Mode. Zen has a global exclusive flag (G-EX). When
a long running transaction is detected, Zen atomically sets G-EX.
Each thread checks G-EX periodically. If it sees that G-EX is set,
a thread aborts its transaction if the transaction is not the long
running transaction. The long running transaction waits for all
other transactions to complete aborting. Then it resumes execution
in the exclusive mode. In the exclusive mode, the transaction enjoys
all the resources in the system. After it completes, the transaction
atomically clears G-EX. Then Zen threads resume normal execution.

4

EVALUATION

We run real-machine experiments to compare the performance of
Zen with existing OLTP engine designs for NVM in this section.

4.1

Experimental Setup

Machine Configuration. The machine is equipped with 2 Intel
Xeon Gold 5218 CPUs (16 cores/32 threads, 32KB L1I, 32KB L1D,
and 1MB L2 per core, and a shared 22MB L3 cache). There are
384GB(12x32GB) DRAM and 1.5TB(12x128GB) 3DXPoint based
Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory NVDIMMs in the system. We
configure the system to run in the App Direct mode where both
NVM and DRAM can be mapped to the virtual address of software.
The machine runs Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS with the 4.15.0-70-generic
Linux kernel. We install file systems with fs-dax mode to the NVM,
then use libpmem in PMDK to map NVM files to the virtual memory
of a process. We issue clwb and sfence to persist data to NVM. All
code is written in C/C++ and compiled with gcc 7.5.0. To avoid
NUMA effects, by default, we run the experiments on a single
CPU socket with its associated NVM and DRAM. There are 768GB
NVM and 192GB DRAM available to a single CPU socket. In our
experiments, we set the NVM size according to the database sizes
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in the benchmarks, and vary the DRAM size to model the machines
with different ratio 𝑃 of NVM to DRAM. Presently, 𝑃 can be 4, 8,
and 16 for OptanePM [1]. For space constraint, we report results
with 𝑃=4 or 16. Results with 𝑃=8 show similar trends.
OLTP Engine Designs to Compare. We compare the following
four designs: (i) MMDB with NVM capacity (mmdb), (ii) Writebehind logging (wbl), (iii) FOEDUS (foedus), and (iv) Zen (zen).
We control the NVM usage to a specific size by using pmem_mmap.
We limit the DRAM usage by allocating a large DRAM from the
system and manage DRAM space by ourselves. Note that the engines run in main memory without accessing any data files on
disk. Therefore, they cannot leverage other DRAM space available
in the system, such as the OS page cache. We keep the indices
and transaction-private data in DRAM, and adapt the size of other
data structures (e.g., Met-Caches) to the remaining DRAM. For FOEDUS [20], we obtain the code from the author, and modify it to store
logs and snapshots in real NVM hardware. FOEDUS implements its
own concurrency control method. For MMDB, WBL, and Zen, we
write two implementations based on Cicada [24] and DBx1000 [40],
respectively. We measure transaction processing and crash recovery performance using the Cicada based implementations. Then,
we use the DBx1000 based implementations to demonstrate the
applicability of our design to other 9 concurrency control methods
besides Cicada. For MMDB, we optimize the logging procedure
to combine the log records of a transaction, and write them together at commit time using sequential NVM writes, clwbs, and
a single sfence. We implement decentralized logs to reduce contention. That is, each thread writes its log to a separate NVM space.
When the database cannot fit into DRAM, MMDB uses part of NVM
as volatile memory to store base tables. We disable checkpoints
when measuring transaction throughputs of MMDB. For WBL, our
implementation follows the description of the WBL paper closely
for persisting tuples, writing WBL logs, and recovery. It writes a
WBL log record roughly every 100us. We apply the light-weight
NVM space management to WBL. The Zen design is described in
detail in Section 3.
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Figure 5: YCSB performance with P=4 and 16 threads.
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(Low skew, P=4, 16 threads) (High skew, Balanced, P=4)
TPCC simulates an order-entry application of a wholesale supplier. There are five transaction types. Among the five types, NewOrder and Payment transactions modify the database and account
for 88% of all transactions. We conduct New-Order and Payment
transactions (TPCC-NP) in our experiments. The ratio of NewOrder transactions to Payment transactions is 45:43 as specified in
TPCC. We configure the benchmark to use 2048 warehouses and
100,000 items. The initial footprint of the database is about 205GB.

Benchmarks. we run YCSB [13] and TPCC [2] benchmarks.
YCSB is a widely used key-value workload representative of
transactions handled by web companies. In our experiments, the
YCSB database consists of a single table. Every tuple contains an
8B primary key and ten 100-byte columns of random string data.
The size of a tuple is approximately 1KB. Each YCSB transaction
consists of 16 random requests by default. Given the primary key, a
read request retrieves a tuple, and a write request modifies a tuple.
We vary two parameters in the workload: (1) Percentage of read
requests: Read-Only(RO, 100% read), Read-Heavy (RH, 90% read,
10% write), Balanced (BA, 50% read, 50% write), and Write-Heavy
(WH, 10% read, 90% write); and (2) The 𝜃 parameter of the Zipfian
distribution: No-Skew (𝜃 = 0), Low-Skew (𝜃 = 0.6), and High-Skew
(𝜃 = 0.95). Note that No-Skew has no request locality. It models the
worst case scenario for cross visiting different Met-Cache regions.
High-Skew models the scenario of high transaction contentions.
We use a 256GB YCSB database in most experiments so that the
database can fit into the NVM, but is larger than the available DRAM.
We use another 100GB YCSB database in the recovery experiments
to understand the impact of data size on recovery performance.

4.2

Transaction Performance

4.2.1

YCSB Performance.

Varying Read/Write Ratio and Data Skew. We run the YCSB
benchmark while varying the percentage of read requests and the
Zipf 𝜃 parameter. The main result is shown in Figure 5.
Among the four OLTP engines, FOEDUS has the worst performance. It suffers from the NVM read amplification problem due
to page-grain caching. Moreover, the map-reduce computation to
merge logs to snapshots incur computation overhead as well as
NVM write cost. Finally, the implementation uses heavy-weight
file system interface and persists pages to NVM with msync. As a
side effect, we do not count clwb and sfence for FOEDUS.
WBL gives the second worst performance. WBL maintains pertuple metadata in NVM. Hence, it incurs a large number of NVM
writes and persists for the per-tuple metadata. This is confirmed
by Figure 9 and 10. First, WBL sees drastically more sfences than
MMDB and Zen. Second, when the workload has high skews, WBL
sees significantly more clwbs than MMDB and Zen.
MMDB achieves better performance than WBL. Unlike WBL,
MMDB considers the database to be in volatile memory. Therefore,
it does not persist per-tuple metadata. The main overhead is the
NVM write amplification problem. If a tuple is in the (volatile) part
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(Figure 9–12: High skew, P=4, 16 threads; Figure 13: No skew, P=4, 16 threads Figure 14–16: P=4, 16 threads; )
of NVM, it is written to NVM twice, i.e. to the (volatile) part of
NVM and to the log in NVM. (Note that this set of experiments do
not perform checkpoints.)
Zen achieves better performance than MMDB mainly because
Zen performs fewer NVM writes. For a committed transaction, Zen
performs 1 NVM write per tuple write, and 0 NVM write for tuple reads. In the case of MMDB with NVM capacity, when 𝑃 = 4,
75% of data reside in NVM. MMDB writes per-tuple concurrency
control metadata even for tuple reads. A tuple write also creates
a new version and incurs logging on NVM. Hence, MMDB performs an average 0.75×(1+1)+1=2.5 NVM writes per tuple write and
0.75×1=0.75 NVM write per tuple read. This explains the significant
advantage of Zen over MMDB for Read Only or No Skew/Low Skew
cases. For an aborted transaction, Zen frees resources without writing to NVM. In contrast, MMDB still writes the per-tuple metadata
and new tuple versions. Hence, it incurs an average 1.5 NVM writes
per tuple write and 0.75 NVM write per tuple read. This explains
why Zen out-performs MMDB under High Skew.
Our proposed design, Zen, achieves the best performance. Compared with MMDB, WBL, and FOEDUS, Zen achieves 1.25–5.29x
speedup for Read-Only, 1.00-7.86x speedup for Read-Heavy, 1.54x7.50x speedup for Balanced, and 2.16x-10.12x speedup for WriteHeavy. Zen successfully addresses the three design challenges with
Met-Cache, log-free transactions, and light-weight NVM space management. As shown in Figure 9, Zen issues much fewer clwb instructions than MMDB and WBL for Read-Only because Zen does
no NVM writes for read requests, while MMDB and WBL still need
to persist their logs. As shown in Figure 10, Zen issues at most one
sfence per transaction. This is the same as MMDB, but much fewer
than WBL, which writes and persists per-tuple metadata to NVM.
Furthermore, the speedups of Zen over the other designs increase
as the workload becomes more write intensive. This shows the
benefit of Zen in reducing overhead for write requests.
We see two general trends for all the engine designs. First, transaction throughputs increase as the percentage of read requests
because there are fewer NVM writes and persists as shown in Figure 9. Second, higher skews bring two effects. Higher skews give
better performance for Read-Only, Read-Heavy, and Balanced because more data are found in DRAM. However, higher skews result
in more contention for Write-Heavy as shown in Figure 11. As a

result, we see lower transaction throughputs. Interestingly, Zen has
fewer aborts in Balanced and Write-Heavy for skewed workload
compared to MMDB and WBL. As writes become more, Met-Cache
may be more frequently updated. As a result, Zen has better cache
performance as shown in Figure 12. We attribute the reason to
our fine-grained Met-Cache because the cache provides data lower
accesses latency for hot tuples, which makes the process to detect
conflicts faster. In average, Zen spends less time in critical region for
concurrency control. Hence, transactions in Zen face less conflicts
because the writes keep the Met-Cache updated in time.
Varying NVM/DRAM Size Ratio. We show YCSB transaction
performance for P=16 in Figure 6. Zen is best performing OLTP engine design among the four designs. Compared with MMDB, WBL,
and FOEDUS, Zen achieves 1.34-5.35x speedup for Read-Only, 1.135.59x speedup for Read-Heavy, 1.02x-4.20x speedup for Balanced,
and 1.02x-5.58x speedup for Write-Heavy. We also observe similar
trends as P=4 compared with Figure 5. Moreover, as P increases and
DRAM becomes smaller compared to NVM, all engine designs see
decreasing throughput because more accesses have to visit NVM.
Furthermore, for the case of P=16, Write-Heavy or Balanced, and
No Skew, Zen and MMDB show similar performance because the
bottleneck is the NVM persist operations. Zen persists a modified
tuple to NVM-tuple heap, while MMDB persists the tuple to the
log. Both designs issue a single sfence per transaction.
Standard YCSB Workloads. We run experiments for the five standard workloads of YCSB [13] under low skew, P=4, and 16 threads:
(A) 50% read, 50% update; (B) 95% read, 5% update; (C) 100% read;
(D) 95% read recent, 5% insert; and (E) 95% scan, 5% insert. Note that
the Read Only case in the previous experiments is workload (C),
and the Balanced case is workload (A). Figure 7 compares the performance of MMDB, WBL, and Zen under the five standard YCSB
workloads. We see that Zen achieves 1.15–1.82x improvements over
MMDB, and 1.36–3.04x improvements over WBL.
YCSB Scalability. We study the scalability of the four OLTP engine designs in Figure 8. We set P=4 and use Balanced, High Skew
requests in the experiments. We vary the number of threads from 1
to 32. From the figure, we see that Zen scales up better than MMDB,
WBL, and FOEDUS. First, Zen conducts concurrency control completely in DRAM. Second, the Met-Cache hit rate is 85% for High
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mmdb

Benefit of Light-Weight NVM Space Management. We compare the transaction performance of Zen with and without the
light-weight NVM space management in Figure 14. The naïve design records and persists the metadata of every tuple allocation in
NVM. From the figure, we see that the two designs have similar performance for Read-Only because there is few NVM-tuple allocation
requests. On the other hand, Zen significantly out-performs the
naïve design for the other cases. Compared to the naïve design, Zen
achieves 1.41–1.52x speedup for Read-Heavy, 1.32–2.26x speedup
for Balanced, and 1.30–2.52x speedup for Write-Heavy. Moreover,
Figure 13 studies the impact of garbage collection activities on
transaction latencies. Note that we choose no skew to minimize the
impact of transaction conflicts and aborts. The figure shows that
99th percentile latencies are only slightly larger than the average
latencies, indicating that garbage collection works smoothly.
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NUMA effects. We demonstrate the NUMA effects in Figure 15.
Zen-local represents the Zen results in previous experiments, where
16 threads run on a single CPU socket using the affiliated local NVM
and DRAM. Zen-remote runs 16 threads on CPU socket 0 but uses
remote NVM and DRAM affiliated to socket 1. Zen-numa-aware
runs 8 threads on CPU socket 0, and 8 threads on CPU socket 1.
The threads allocate Met-Cache regions and NVM-tuple heaps from
their affiliated local DRAM and NVM. A thread may perform remote reads but always write to its local Met-Cache and NVM-tuple
heap. As shown in Figure 15, zen-local is the best performing configuration. Using NUMA-aware designs, zen-numa-aware achieves
1.12–2.34x improvements over zen-remote.
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Figure 20: YCSB performance with 10 concurrency control
methods. (P=4, High Skew, Balanced, 16 threads)
the best in all designs. Zen achieves a transaction throughput of 1.8
million transactions per second using 32 threads.

4.3

Comparison to ideal MMDB. We compare the performance of
Zen with ideal MMDB in Figure 16. For ideal MMDB, we reduce the
database size to 100GB and fit it into DRAM, then we run MMDB
without checkpointing. In this way, ideal MMDB performs no NVM
reads, and almost optimal number of NVM writes and persists for
write requests. Zen’s database is 256GB large. Zen (small) has a
100GB database as MMDB. Both Zen (small) and Zen can use 64GB
DRAM. As shown in Figure 16, we see that Zen (small) is only
slightly (6%–11%) slower than ideal MMDB, showing the benefits
of our proposed optimization techniques. Note that Zen (small)
performs better than Zen because a larger fraction of tuples of Zen
(small) are in Met-Cache.
4.2.2

wbl

1.6

Throughput (M/s)

Throughput (M/s)

Skew workloads. This makes Zen’s efficiency close to that of pure
in-memory database. Third, Zen incurs less cost for aborts because
an aborted transaction does not write to NVM.

Recovery Performance

In this section, we evaluate the recovery time of the OLTP engine
designs using YCSB and TPCC benchmark. For each benchmark,
we first execute a fixed number of transactions, then force a hard
shutdown of the DBMS (SIGKILL). After that, we measure the time
for the system to restore to a consistent state, where the effects
of all committed transactions are durable and the effects of the
uncommitted transactions are removed. We configure the ratio
of NVM to DRAM capacity to be 4 and use 16 parallel threads
for recovery processing. We consider MMDB, WBL, and Zen for
recovery performance. We omit FOEDUS because it has the worst
transaction performance and the implementation does not provide
a straightforward way to perform recovery. For MMDB, we assume
that there is a checkpoint before running the benchmark. We do
not take more checkpoints during the benchmark. Therefore, the
recovery process reads the checkpoint and applies redo logs to
bring the database state up to date. For WBL, we read the WBL
to obtain the pairs of persisted commit timestamp (𝑐 𝑝 ), and dirty
commit timestamp (𝑐𝑑 ). Then we scan the tuples in NVM while
comparing the tuple timestamps with the (𝑐 𝑝 , 𝑐𝑑 ) pairs to identify
committed tuples. The reconstruction of indices is similar to Zen.

TPCC-NP Performance.

TPCC-NP performance. We run the TPCC-NP benchmark while
varying the memory configuration and using 16 threads. As shown
in Figure 17, the TPCC-NP experiment shows the same trend as
the YCSB experiment. Zen is best performing OLTP engine design
among the four designs. Compared with MMDB, WBL, and FOEDUS, Zen achieves 1.44x–3.92x speedup when P=4, 1.67x–4.61x
speedup when P=8, and 1.65x–4.77x speedup when P=16.

Recovery for YCSB. We use two database sizes, i.e. 100GB and
256GB, in the YCSB recovery experiments. We run 4 million and
16 million transactions before the system failure. As shown in
Figure 19(a), MMDB takes 85.9 seconds to recover from the system
failure for the 100GB database. In contrast, WBL and Zen take
2.6 seconds and 3.1 seconds for recovery, respectively. They are

TPCC-NP scalability. We study the scalability of the 4 OLTP
engine designs using TPCC-NP benchmark. We set P=4 and vary the
number of threads from 1 to 32. As shown in Figure 18, all designs
scale well to 32 threads. We attribute the good scalability to the
modestly low contention in the TPCC-NP workload. Zen performs
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orders of magnitude faster than MMDB. MMDB spends most time in
loading the checkpoint and redoing logs. WBL and Zen spend most
time in scanning tuples in NVM and restoring the indices. However,
because of the uncertainty of the maximum committed transaction
timestamp, Zen needs to check the LP flag, Deleted flag, and Tx-CTS
for each NVM-Tuple, which accounts for additional time compared
with WBL. When we increase the number of transactions from 4
million to 16 million, MMDB takes additional 28.2 seconds to redo
logs, while WBL and Zen takes merely additional 0.49 and 1.12
seconds, respectively.
Comparing Figure 19(b) with Figure 19(a), as the size of the
database increases, MMDB, WBL, and Zen all take significantly
more time for recovery. Note that Zen spends most of the time
in scanning tuples and rebuilding indices. Therefore, persistent
indices may help significantly improve the recovery time of Zen.
We discuss persistent indices in Section 5.

MVCC variants, the performance gains of Zen are larger. Zen fully
exploits DRAM for concurrency control, while WBL maintains concurrency control related per-tuple metadata in NVM. Hence, WBL
sees small grained accesses in NVM, which limits its throughput.

5

In this section, we discuss two further design issues for Zen. To
support faster recovery, we discuss the use of persistent indices. To
support scaling out to a cluster of machines, we consider RDMA
network and log shipping. We also discuss the limitations of Zen.
Alternative Index Designs. In the current design, we put the indices in DRAM and prove the scheme reasonable. Note that index
design is orthogonal to the three main techniques of Zen, i.e. MetCache, log-free persistent transactions, and light-weight NVM space
management. It is possible to employ persistent indices like NVTree [38], WB-Tree [10], FP-Tree [28], HiKV [37], and LB+tree [25]
to improve recovery performance. Moreover, we can exploit previous index designs to reduce DRAM space consumption for indices.
The dual-stage hybrid index architecture [42] saves space by placing aged index entries into a more compact structure. Selective
persistence in NV-Tree [38], FP-Tree [28], and LB+-Tree [25] places
non-leaf nodes of B+-Trees in DRAM and leaf nodes in NVM. Note
that these alternative designs have been shown to have similar
index performance compared to original DRAM-based indices.
Optional DRAM-Based Logs. Zen removes logging on NVM to
reduce NVM writes for better OLTP throughput. However, we can
optionally write DRAM-based logs for supporting log shipping to
a hot standby, and archive the logs for supporting point-in-time
recovery and disaster recovery. Since such logs are not required for
persistence in Zen, the logs do not need to be “write-ahead” and
can be handled with little impact on transaction performance.
Limitations of Zen. First, Zen cannot support OLTP databases
larger than NVM memory. It would be interesting to study Zen’s
optimizations to improve the 3-tier design [33]. Second, a long
running read-write transaction may trigger the exclusive mode
and delay other transactions. It is challenging to support such
transactions well in any OLTP design. Users may be advised to
rewrite the transaction as smaller tasks for better performance.

Recovery for TPCC-NP. We conduct the TPCC-NP recovery experiment. The TPCC database contains 2048 warehouses. We use 16
parallel threads. As shown in Figure 19(c), we observe similar trends
as the YCSB recovery experiment. MMDB takes 282.6 and 298.8
seconds for 4 million and 16 million transactions, respectively. WBL
takes 10.3 and 11.1 seconds for 4 million and 16 million transactions,
respectively. Zen takes 10.1 and 11.2 seconds for 4 million and 16
million transactions, respectively. Zen and WBL are dramatically
faster than MMDB for crash recovery.

4.4

DISCUSSION

Support for Concurrency Control

We demonstrate that Zen supports a wide variety of concurrency
control methods in Figure 20, including three 2PL variants (2PL
with deadlock detection, wait and die, and no waiting [40]), three
OCC variants (OCC [21], Silo [32], and Tictoc [41]), three MVCC
variants (MVCC [7], Hekaton [15], Cicada [24]), and a partitionbased method (HStore [31]). Our implementation for 9 of the above
10 methods (except Cicada) is based on DBx1000, an in-memory
OLTP testbed for concurrency control research. For completeness,
we include the Cicada results from Figure 5 in Figure 20. However,
note that the results are not directly comparable because the implementations in DBx1000 and Cicada are different. For example,
DBx1000 simplifies space management by not reclaiming space for
old tuples (which is only OK for short test runs). We configure P
to be 4. We use a 160GB YCSB benchmark under High Skew and
Balanced configuration with 16 threads.
Comparing Zen with MMDB, we find the following. First, Zen
achieves 1.10x-2.46x speedup in all concurrency control methods.
Second, Zen achieves higher speedup for OCC and MVCC methods
compared with 2PL variants. This is because Zen has more chance
to process transactions in DRAM and writes no NVM. Moreover,
Zen costs less for aborts because aborted transactions do not write
to NVM in Zen. In contrast, in 2PL methods, conflicts are handled
at each data access, which limits the performance of Zen. Third,
Zen shows limited improvement in partition-based concurrency
control method because cross-partition transactions become the
bottleneck under High Skew. The coarse-grained lock of partition
limits the performance of all OLTP engine designs.
Comparing Zen with WBL, we see that Zen achieves 1.11x-4.58x
speedup in all concurrency control methods. Moreover, in OCC and
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose Zen, a high-throughput log-free OLTP
engine for NVM. Zen employs three novel techniques to reduce
NVM overhead, namely the Met-Cache, log-free persistent transactions, and light-weight NVM space management. Experimental
results show that Zen achieves up to 10.1x improvements over
MMDB with NVM capacity, WBL, and FOEDUS, for YCSB and
TPCC benchmarks. Zen achieves a transaction throughput of 1.8
million transactions per second using 32 threads. The recovery
time of Zen is on the order of a few seconds for a database of a
few hundred GB in size. In conclusion, we believe Zen is a viable
solution to support OLTP transactions in NVM memory.
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